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TO THE READER

For many years, I have been a missionary in China for the express pur-
pose of guiding man out of darkness into the land of endless light. At the 
same time, I must confess, I had most vague ideas of that land toward 
which we journeyed. I believed heaven was a land of eternal bliss where 
we worshipped God in His presence. The saints in heaven were, in my 
opinion, airy angel-like beings who were inexpressibly happy. There was, 
of course, the New Jerusalem with golden streets and the throne of God. 
Beyond these conceptions of heaven, all else was vague, misty, and unreal 
in my mind.

The baptism of the Holy Spirit had made Jesus and life in Him very 
real to me, and heaven and eternal life had also become living realities. 
But I had few definite ideas of heaven. Then there came a mighty out-
pouring of the Holy Spirit upon the Chinese children at the orphanage 
that we directed for ten years. At that time, these children, who had 
even vaguer ideas of heaven than I had, were, day after day and night 
after night, caught away in the Spirit to see the realms of the eternal 
worlds. The curtain that separates the temporal from the eternal was 
drawn aside, and the children saw wonders of heaven and the life beyond 
the grave. The account of these experiences is written in my book Visions 
Beyond the Veil.

My eyes were opened to the wonders of the life beyond the grave. The 
importance of a better knowledge of these realities having come to me 
strongly, it seemed to be the work of the Lord to bring to my hand tracts, 
letters, and books, from different corners of the earth, dealing with visions 
beyond the veil such as had come so unexpectedly to our orphan children. 
It was marvelous to read how the experiences of others checked in detail 
with those given the Chinese children. Nowhere was there disagreement.
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I was amazed, too, to find that most wonderful and detailed visions 
of the life to come had been given to saints of God from time to time and 
that some inspiring books and tracts have been circulated in various lands 
in or before the last century.1 The reading of these revelations, as well as 
the visions given our orphan children under the anointing of the Holy 
Spirit, have made to me the life beyond the grave a land of realities, while 
the things of this earth have become more and more the misty shadows.

Because I had been in such ignorance of the life of the world to come, 
and because these revelations have so transformed my own life and my 
work on the mission field, I felt led to gather together the best of the 
things that had come to my knowledge, in one way or another, and to put 
the material in book form available to my friends at home. The Lord has 
greatly blessed with gifts of the Holy Spirit many of the people of the ten 
tribes with whom I work in the mountains of Yunnan [Kunming], West 
China. Many who formerly had no conception of a paradise and the city 
of God have been caught up in the spirit to see the very things related in 
this book. In view of these experiences, I firmly believe that, although the 
reader may find many things herein related new to him, as they were to 
me, nevertheless, they will be found to be true revelations from God of 
the life beyond the grave.

Will the reader first of all please read “The Cloud of Witnesses: 
Bibliography” at the back of the book and note the books quoted and the 
tracts and publications from well-known publishers, whose publications 
in their time were considered orthodox by the churches of their day? It 
will be seen, too, that many of the writers from whom I quote were men 
whose sane views of the things of God and whose spiritual life were not 
questioned.

Since this book is in some ways unique and deals with questions of 
great importance, will the reader also carefully and open-mindedly read 
chapter 1, “Introduction”? I hope that this will prepare all readers to 
accept, as I do, the truth of these revelations as messages of God to men.

I found it impracticable and unnecessary to quote authority in detail 
for all the statements herein given. In some instances, I have given direct 
quotations, and in others I cited the authority of persons whose visions 
1. The nineteenth century.
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substantiate certain statements. In many places, I make definite state-
ments with further substantiation. I want to make clear that in what I have 
not given as direct quotations, or without reference to authority, there 
are no statements, so far as I am aware, made in this book that are not 
backed by direct revelations in visions or by the principles arising there-
from, or coming from other special revelations from the Lord. Where 
definite statements are made that seem rather startling and dogmatic, let 
it be borne in mind that these are not unwarranted assertions but truths 
revealed in the body of the material that is the source of authority for this 
volume.

Since the land to which we journey should be of greatest concern 
and interest in this present life, we should find out all we can about that 
blessed Land of Promise. 
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1

INTRODUCTION

I believe that the visions recorded in this book are reliable revelations 
from God and that when this present life is ended, I will, with rapture, 
in the realms of the redeemed, behold the very things herein described in 
part. I believe this for the following reasons.

1. Visions Given by God, as Recorded in the Bible, Were 
Considered as Reliable as Any Facts of Visible Life

This was true in the days of the Old Testament. The prophets in Old 
Testament days, having received revelations from God when they were 
in a state of trance or were caught away in the spiritual realms of the 
Lord in vision, delivered to Israel the revelations and messages they then 
received as wholly reliable from God. Thus did Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, 
and all the other Old Testament prophets declare their messages to Israel 
to be proclamations backed by divine authority. Israel was always held 
accountable to God for thus accepting or rejecting these messages coming 
through visions.

In the New Testament, also, visions were accepted and acted upon as 
having full authority and as being as reliable as any other way of revealing 
facts to, or between, men. For instance, an angel speaking to Joseph in 
a vision in a dream was considered full divine authority upon which he 
acted and fled into Egypt with Mary and Jesus. It was likewise in response 
to a vision that they returned from Egypt. Joseph considered the angel 
that he saw in a vision in a dream as much a fact, or reality, as he did seeing 
men face-to-face. Visions given to Cornelius, Peter, Paul, and others were 
likewise considered and acted upon as realities.

Accordingly, we can believe that the visions recorded in the follow-
ing chapters are views and revelations of realities because both the Old 
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Testament and the New Testament assure us that visions are views of 
realities.

2. Visions Were Continued Throughout the Church Age
That visions as given in the Old and New Testament days were to 

continue through the whole of the church age is clearly stated in the 
Scripture: “It shall come to pass in the last days, saith God, I will pour out of 
my Spirit upon all flesh:…and your young men shall see visions” (Acts 2:17). 
Therefore, visions are to be a part of the church’s experience in our day, for 
the “last days” are not yet finished.

When, on the day of Pentecost, Peter repeated the promise that in 
the “last days” young men would see visions, he in no way even hinted 
that such days of visions were to end or to be affected by the conclusion 
of the writing of the New Testament. At that time, no word of the New 
Testament had yet been written, nor is there any place that even suggests 
that the recording of a part, probably a small part, of the visions follow-
ing the day of Pentecost would, in any way, curtail the continuance of 
God-given revelations through visions, just as this method of revelation 
had continued from the beginning of His dealings with man. Whether 
visions be recorded in the Bible, or elsewhere, in no way affects their origi-
nal divine authority.

Since visions were to continue throughout the church age, we have 
reason to believe that visions as recorded in this present volume may carry 
as much divine authority and sanction as those recorded in the Bible, the 
only difference being in the degree of perfection with which the visions 
are set forth in writing.

Visions are views of realities.

3. The Lord’s Revelations Are Progressive
Because of this, we can believe that such visions and revelations as 

recorded in this book are to be accepted at full value as progressive rev-
elations of the Lord to His people. From Adam to Moses, from Moses 
to Christ, from Christ to Calvary, from Calvary to Pentecost, from 
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Pentecost to Revelation—from the beginning of Genesis to the end of 
Revelation—God’s revelations to His children, being progressive, are suf-
ficient evidence that His children subsequent to Bible days will still receive 
revelations in addition to those received in Bible days.

We have the definite promise of further progressive revelations in Jesus’ 
own words that when the Holy Spirit would come after His ascension, the 
Spirit would reveal to the saints “things to come” (John 16:13) in the future. 
It is therefore consistent with the Scripture that in present-day revelations, 
the children of the Lord should receive enlarged visions and additional pro-
gressive visions of the New Jerusalem and the new world and other things 
of the eternal world, following less complete revelations given to John and 
saints of old. Furthermore, these modern saints, like John of old, were told 
to “write” (see Revelation 1:11) or otherwise make their progressive visions 
and revelations known to men on earth, especially to God’s own children.

4. Such Visions as Recorded in This Book Would Not 
Come from Satan

The very nature of these visions, making known the glories of heaven 
and the wonders of God’s redeeming love, is sufficient proof that they did 
not come from a satanic source. Satan would never give such revelations of 
the joys of heaven prepared for those who escape his power, nor would he 
reveal the horrors of hell and his own awful doom and that of his demons 
and his dupes among men.

In the second place, we know definitely that these visions and revela-
tions do not come from satanic sources, because the Bible clearly teaches 
that evil spirits of false prophecy will not confess that Jesus is God come 
in the flesh (see 1 John 4:1–3), as do all the visions and prophecies and 
revelations recorded in this volume. In all the visions herein considered, it 
will be seen that Jesus is everywhere and in every way exalted. His cross, 
His resurrection from the dead, His exaltation above all powers on earth 
and in heaven, His redeeming grace among the children of men, and all 
that makes Him both God and Man, are things that shine out clearly in 
the glory-light that radiates from heaven in all of these visions and God-
given revelations. Both the spirit of these visions and their teachings are 
divine, not satanic.
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5. These Visions and Revelations Were Not of  
Human Origin

In the first place, in many cases, those who had seen these visions had 
no previous knowledge of such things as they saw, nor did they believe 
in the reality of such. This was true in the case of John Bunyan, Sadhu 
Sundar Singh,2 and Marietta Davis,3 all of whose remarkable visions 
cover all the essential details given in other visions recorded. In fact, 
before these three persons had been given visions, they even doubted the 
realities of heaven itself, to say nothing of such glories as the Lord revealed 
to them. Had they written before their visions from what knowledge they 
then possessed, they all would have written contrary to what they wrote 
subsequent to their visions. John Bunyan so doubted the reality of heaven 
that he was on his way to commit suicide when the Lord gave him his 
wonderful vision. Sundar Singh, likewise, driven by doubts, would have 
ended his life in a few hours had Jesus not appeared to him and given 
him visions. Marietta Davis was so uncertain of eternal realities that she 
refused to become a member of the church of God.

In the second place, these visions could not have been the product of 
the subconscious mind. For instance, the Chinese woman in Shantung, 
China, had never heard of, or even dreamed of, the New Jerusalem or any 
of the glories that she saw when she died and that she later described in 
perfect accord with the Bible. Similar instances were given the Chinese 
children in the Adullam orphanage, as well as many other authentic cases.

In the third place, such visions could not have been of human origin, 
because they were beyond human conception. No literature, prose, or 
poem has ever set forth such an ideal, perfect, and glorious Utopia as 
the sublimest hope of man in an ideal state as is revealed in these visions. 
Since they far exceed the loftiest flights of human imagination, they must 
have been of divine origin.

In the fourth place, the very language with which these visions 
are described shows their divine nature and the hand of God in their 
2. A well-known Indian Christian missionary (1889–1929) who was the author of 
Visions of the Spiritual World, listed in the bibliography.
3. A woman in the nineteenth century who had a nine-day vision in which she saw 
parts of heaven and hell. She was the author of Scenes Beyond the Grave, listed in the 
bibliography.
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recording. And so, it is apparent that these visions are not of human 
origin, for:

1. They could not have been the result of previous knowledge.

2. They could not have come from the subconscious mind.

3. They could not have been the product of human conception of 
an ideal hereafter.

4. They could not have been described in such beautiful language 
by the unaided natural talents of the writers.

6. These Visions Claim to Be Revelations from God to Man
In many instances, the persons receiving these visions say that they 

were told in heaven to write what they saw and tell these visions to men, 
much like John was told to record his revelation in a book to be sent to 
the churches. (See Revelation 1:11.) Whether or not the written account 
of these visions is as much inspired as the book of Revelation in no way 
detracts from the fact that these revelations claim to be revelations of 
heavenly realities intended to be made known to man on earth.

7. Those Seeing Visions Believed They Saw Realities
All the persons who saw the visions recorded in this volume believed 

they saw true realities. To them, the earth and all it contains appeared as 
temporal, fleeting shadows, whereas they were convinced that the realms 
of highest heaven were the true, eternal realities.

When in heaven, these visitors were frequently told that after their 
return to earth for a brief sojourn to complete their service for the Lord, 
they would be exalted back to heaven forever to enjoy the very life and 
conditions they in wonder then beheld. This same assurance applied to 
those caught up to the celestial realms while still “in the body,” as well as 
to those who, while their bodies were dead, went to heavenly realms “out 
of the body.” (See 2 Corinthians 12:1–4.)

After these experiences, all alike believed that they saw real things, 
not shadows. Thereafter, they all lived zealous Christian lives in prepara-
tion for the day when they would enter what they were sure was the world 
of realities that they had already seen.
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Believing in these heavenly realities, Bunyan wrote his Pilgrim’s 
Progress, which book is used in pointing men to the land of realities.

Sundar Singh, before whom thousands sat almost entranced as he 
told them of the land beyond the grave and the way thereto, preached 
under the power of the Holy Spirit that he largely received by visions and 
revelations. He doubted if he could have persevered in his life of hardships 
in Tibet had it not been for the strength and assurance he received from 
his heavenly visits when in frequent trances.

Thus, too, did William Booth, after seeing heaven in a vision, become so 
certain that he had seen the real life, in part, and real things on heaven’s shore, 
that in his full assurance and faith he became the source of power to start the 
great work of the Salvation Army, which still sweeps around the world.

We need not add to, or multiply, such testimonies but sum them all up 
in one statement: Those who had visions of the unseen spiritual world all 
believed that they had seen realities, and that, in heaven after death, they 
would enjoy the very same things that they had seen before their death.

More than that, in some instances, they were told that they were to 
return to earth and make known to men what they had seen, and that it 
was for this purpose they had been permitted to visit the heavenly world. 
At no time was there any hint that the things they had seen were less than 
realities—heaven’s plains, paradises, the New Jerusalem, and all heavenly 
life as set forth on the following pages.

All who received heavenly visions lived  
zealous Christian lives in preparation for the day when 

they would enter the world they had already seen.

8. The Fruits Resulting from These Visions Were Divine
The effect these visions had upon the persons who saw them shows 

that they were from the Lord. Bunyan, who was in such a state of depress-
ing doubt and on the verge of self-destruction when rescued by his vision, 
was transformed into a saint of God. And as we know, Sundar Singh was 
saved by his vision from suicide to become a saint so transformed that 
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children, seeing him, mistook him for Jesus. Marietta Davis, a doubter, 
became by her vision a firm Christian of faith. William Booth, a weak 
Christian, became because of his vision a flaming fire of God. Time and 
space would fail us were we to write of all who have been rescued from 
infidelity and the powers of Satan through personal visions.

As surely as Paul, on the road to Damascus, was converted and 
became a new and different man because of a revelation from heaven (see 
Acts 9:1–31), so surely were many others changed into new creatures 
through their own visions related on these pages.

Therefore, the results of these visions upon those who received them, 
turning them into great saints of God, show that He gave the visions. “A 
tree is known by its fruit.” Visions bearing godly fruit are from a godly 
tree. (See Matthew 7:15–20; 12:33.)

Moreover, the effect of these visions on other men show that they 
were from God. Sundar Singh, General Booth, and John Bunyan, con-
verted through their visions, were used by the Lord in saving multitudes 
of lost men. The account of Marietta Davis’s visions as she sent them 
forth encouraged the faith of saints around the world. Without adver-
tising, her book rapidly went through twenty-three editions, and it was 
eagerly and profitably read by Christians of all sects and denominations. 
These are but a few of many who, being converted through visions and 
then preaching what was thereby revealed, have led countless numbers—
multitudes—of people to final redemption through faith in Christ and 
His blood, while additional numbers of saints have been strengthened in 
their spiritual life.

Accordingly, these visions are shown to be from God:

1. Because of their effect upon the persons receiving them.

2. Because of their effect upon the world.

9. The Perfect Checking of These Visions with  
the Bible Proves All to Be of the Same Origin as the  
Bible—All from God

The very principles and teachings in these visions and revelations in 
all respects check perfectly with the principles set forth in the Bible. By 
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the “law of probabilities,” the principles and teachings of Jesus rebuking 
all the things of the kingdom of Satan in hundreds of instances, without a 
single exception, prove that these visions and the Bible are from the same 
source, a common source alone accounting for such unbroken harmony.

Then again, the descriptions of paradise and the New Jerusalem, inso-
far as they coincide with descriptions in the Bible, check exactly. Where 
visions cover more details and a wider range than given in the Bible, they 
all are still in consistent harmony with what is in the Bible, thus showing 
the common source of these visions and the visions in the Word of God.

10. The Perfect Agreement with One Another as with the 
Bible of So Many Visions in So Many Hundreds of Details 
Shows Them to Be Divine

The visions recorded in this volume, as well as hundreds of similar 
visions not herein related, were given to people of all stages of spiritual devel-
opment in many different lands, to people of many different languages, to 
people who were separated by decades or centuries of time, and to people 
who had not communicated with one another. All this proves that these 
visions and revelations are supernatural. The mathematical “law of chances” 
shows that any other explanation is impossible. Were these visions not all 
from one God-given source, disagreement in many details, even countless 
details, would be inevitable—a mathematical demonstration.

Such checking in archeological findings in hundreds of details, with-
out any findings that do not check with the Bible, is considered scientific 
proof that the Bible and these findings are alike true. Because of this, 
the world’s first-rank archeologists have come to accept the Bible as true. 
Likewise, the agreement of these visions and the Bible in such hundreds 
of details, without any contrary disagreement, shows that the visions and 
the Bible are harmonious witnesses of realities—scientific proof.

11. Persons Seeing the Things in Heaven or in Hell While 
in Vision Saw Others Who Died at That Exact Time Enter 
These Realms

Take, for instance, the authentic account of Miss D., the Wesleyan 
lady, which we will quote. This missionary was thought to be dying at the 
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end of a protracted illness. Although the attending friends thought her 
dead, since the symptoms of death did not set in, they found that she had 
gone into a trance from which she did not awaken for nearly a week. Then 
“she opened her eyes and said: ‘Mr. C. is dead.’” Her attendants, thinking 
she was delirious, replied that she was mistaken, as Mr. C. was not only 
alive but well.

“‘Oh, no,’ said she. ‘He is dead, for a short time ago, as I passed the 
gates of hell, I saw him descend into the pit, and the blue flame covered 
him. Mr. B. is also dead, for he arrived in heaven just as I was leaving that 
happy place, and I saw the beautiful gates thrown wide open to receive 
him and I heard the host of heaven shout, “Welcome, weary pilgrim.”’”

Mr. C. was a neighbor and a very wicked person; Mr. B., who lived 
at no great distance, was a good old man, for many years a consistent 
and useful member of the church of God. The parties who heard Miss 
D.’s startling and confident statement immediately sent to make inquiries 
about the two individuals alluded to and found to their utter astonish-
ment that the former had dropped dead about a half hour before, while 
in the act of tying his shoe, and at about the same time the latter had 
suddenly passed into the eternal world. I do solemnly vouch for the truth 
of this. This is quoted from the account of Robert Young, a young mis-
sionary in India, who visited this lady just prior to her trance, many times 
during the trance, and immediately after she came out of the trance. I 
know of similar instances that cannot be given for lack of space. The fact 
that the men who died were seen thus entering realms seen in vision at 
that exact time is evidence that the other things simultaneously seen were 
also realities.

12. In Visions of Paradise and the New Jerusalem, Friends 
and Relatives Who Had Previously Died Were Frequently 
Seen in Spiritual, Glorified Bodies Among the Hosts of the 
Redeemed Saints in Heaven

That these persons seen and conversed with were in fact real persons 
is proven, among other instances, in the case of Sadhu Sundar Singh.

One time, when in vision, he was talking with the saints in para-
dise, and a man in a glorious heavenly body came up to him and asked 
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if he remembered him. When Sundar Singh replied in the negative, 
this stranger explained that before his death, he was a leper in a certain 
asylum that Singh had visited. “I then had a filthy, leprous body, not like 
the one in which you now find me,” he said. He then told Singh the year, 
the month, and the day he had died. Singh investigated this and found 
that such a man had been in that particular asylum and had died on the 
exact day that, in paradise, he had told Singh he had died.

Other similar instances are on record, but this one authentic case is 
sufficient to prove the point that the views of spiritual realms in vision are 
views of realities. The relatives and other saints seen in the various realms 
of heaven are but a part of these realms of mansions and trees and flow-
ers and animal life and superlative parklike wonders of heaven’s glory-life. 
Since all these wonders in the realms of heaven are co-related, coordi-
nated, and interwoven into one united whole, is it not true that to prove 
the reality of any one part of this coordination is to prove other parts to be 
realities? Accordingly, to prove the reality of one saint in heaven, as in the 
case of the one seen by Sundar Singh, must be considered sufficient proof 
of the reality of other saints so often seen in heaven by great numbers of 
persons caught up into these realms in visions. At the same time, it also 
indicates that whatever else they see are real objects.

13. The Testimony of Persons Raised from the Dead 
Corroborates These Visions

I have the authentic account of almost a score of persons who were 
raised from the dead. So far as I have been able to secure the personal 
testimony of these persons as regards their experience while they were out 
of their dead bodies, all who reached the gates of the New Jerusalem or 
were permitted to enter therein saw in their real experience exactly what 
others saw in vision as realities.

Aside from the foregoing twelve proofs of the realities seen in vision, 
this one coming from the dead should alone be sufficient evidence to 
convince any unprejudiced mind, it seems to me. Is not the testimony of 
truthful eyewitnesses considered satisfactory proof in all the courts of 
men? Criminals in all courts of the world are executed upon the testi-
mony of eyewitnesses and upon only circumstantial evidence. I suppose 
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much more than 90 percent of our beliefs of history, science, geography, 
and other studies is founded upon the testimony of eyewitnesses or upon 
circumstantial evidence.

I have not personally seen one city out of a thousand; yet, I believe 
in the reality of these places because of the testimony of others who have 
been there. Although I have never been to New York, I believe there is a 
New York, and I know something of its subways through the testimony 
of friends who have been there. Likewise, although I have not personally 
been to the New Jerusalem in the third heaven, I believe it is there, and 
I know something of its streets and beauty because of the testimony of 
truthful friends whom I personally know and of others whom I know 
indirectly. What better proof of the realities of the visions seen in heaven 
could I ask than that of my friends and of others who have been there?

We should not wonder at this method used by the Lord to make the 
realities of our eternal home unmistakably known to us. A few persons 
were raised from the dead in Old Testament days. A few—not many, but 
a sufficient number—were raised from the dead in New Testament days 
to prove the power of Jesus over death. In recent years, a sufficient number 
of persons have been raised from the dead to answer the Lord’s purpose in 
making known to the present generation what needs to be made known 
about the world to come. All this we have a right to expect. Did Jesus not 
say that the works He did, His followers throughout the ages would be 
able to do? (See John 14:12.) And does this not include the raising of the 
dead?

That these persons in our day actually died, left their bodies, ascended 
to the New Jerusalem in the third heaven, and then, returning to earth 
again, entered the bodies they had discarded is shown by all the circum-
stantial evidence men universally consider satisfactory proof.

I cannot enter into all these circumstances in detail. I can now only 
point out that in the cases of some score of persons who came to my atten-
tion, they themselves believed they had died. Their friends who stood by 
their deathbeds saw them die, saw them go, and saw them return. These 
witnesses, several score, believe those who died gave a true report of where 
they had gone and of what they saw while out of the body.
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Surely, so many persons who died and so many deathbed witnesses 
could not all have been mistaken. The “law of chances” forbids this. Along 
with all this circumstantial evidence is an outstanding miracle. These per-
sons, before their death, had for a period of time been held in the grip of 
a hopeless ailment, in some cases given up by the best of doctors. When 
raised from the dead, all of them were free from their former afflictions. 
Herein is the overcoming power of God’s hand in death.

A sufficient number of persons have been raised from 
the dead to answer the Lord’s purpose in making known 
to the present generation what needs to be made known 

about the world to come.

We have, then, the testimony of eyewitnesses by those who have died 
and gone to heaven to corroborate what others in the Spirit have also seen 
in vision. I know of no better or stronger proof possible, save for you and 
me to die and go to paradise ourselves. Since that awaits a future day, let 
us together look beyond the veil and pray together that the Holy Spirit 
will impress upon our minds the following visions of the land of realities, 
which we will behold when we, too, pass over the valley of death.

To summarize, we can be assured that what are presented in this 
volume, based on visions, are reliable revelations of true realities, because:

1. Visions given by God, as recorded in the Bible, were considered 
as reliable as any facts of visible life.

2. Visions were continued throughout the church age.

3. The Lord’s revelations are progressive.

4. Such visions as recorded in this book would not come from 
Satan.

5. These visions and revelations were not of human origin.

6. These visions claim to be revelations from God to man.

7. Those seeing visions believed they saw realities.

8. The fruits resulting from these visions were divine.
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9. The perfect checking of these visions with the Bible proves all to 
be of the same origin as the Bible—all from God.

10. The perfect agreement with one another as with the Bible of so 
many visions in so many hundreds of details shows them to be 
divine.

11. Persons seeing the things in heaven or in hell while in vision saw 
others who died at that exact time enter these realms.

12. In visions of paradise and the New Jerusalem, friends and rela-
tives who had previously died were frequently seen in spiritual, 
glorified bodies among the hosts of the redeemed saints in heaven.

13. The testimony of persons raised from the dead corroborates 
these visions.

“Visions!”

In vision and in other ways, 
God spake to man from his first days; 

In early Eden, with his God, 
Man walked with Him on earthly sod.

And from the days of Man’s first sin, 
God’s Spirit still did enter in 

The prophet and the seer of old, 
And unto them His will He told.

He talked to Moses face-to-face, 
A chosen vessel of His grace; 

And prophets, too, in vision clear, 
Unto the Lord were thus made near.

In vision by the Spirit caught 
They unto heaven itself were brought 

To prophesy the things they saw, 
As sure and certain as God’s law.

They saw the Future as a Now, 
Although they could not tell the How! 
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In early church, by visions, still 
The Lord revealed His work and will.

That visions are for all the age 
Is stated clear on Sacred Page: 

Which can be counted on as true, 
Revealing things of Earth—made new!

And persons raised up from the dead 
Repeat the things in vision said, 

And what they saw while they were gone 
Can always be depended on.


